
Letitia Selby
How to avoid ePMA system pitfalls



EPMA IN THE NEWS





ePMA should be not be viewed as a pharmacy or ICT responsibility 
but as a Corporate responsibility.



Going live with the system is not the 
end. It is not even the beginning of the 
end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the 

beginning.



Tender Specifications
Bring in help if needed and manage expectations.

System Demonstrations
Typically start with the  front end but should start with an 

assessment of downtime, the product roadmap, the back end of 
the system, reporting and configuration before progressing to the 

front end.



Systems go down – planned and 
unplanned.

Every area will consider themselves a 
priority.

When accessing downtime charts 
make sure the patient name, DOB and 
location are the identifiers.

How long will it take to print off one ten 
item chart? 
A full ward?
The whole hospital?

How does data get back on? How long 
does it take?

Points to consider
Ask what downtime periods other 
customers have had (planned or 
unplanned) in the last couple of years.

Ask if patches and upgrades can be 
done out of hours.

Is important to have functionality that 
locks all end users out of the system?

Check any downtime reports show all 
active meds and the last administration 
date and time.

Does the system need to be held or go 
down for clock changes, leap years, 
new financial years?

Downtime



Roadmap

Short, medium and long term roadmap

When were items added to the 
roadmap and who requested them?

Establish how the supplier will handle 
competing priorities.

Points to consider

Is there an active, productive customer 
user group?

How receptive are the supplier to RFC –
Requests for Change?

Roadmap



Pitfalls….

Testing

ICT
Hardware, other systems, 
memory, separate modules, 
helpdesk, auto refresh and 

SYSTEM SPEED

Processes, load, performance 
and endurance, DM+ d, supplier 
and end user.



What issues are there?  

Other considerations…

What reports form a standard suite?  Audit trails.

Scrolling, ward round view, alerts, environments offered, roll 
back, overdue meds at a glance, similar names.

ADT

REPORTS

SPEC



Allergies, VTE, weight, alerts, lifetime doses, edit function, 
restrictions, non-medical prescribers, antimicrobials, 
alternatives

And consider….

High risk/high cost medicines, permissions, duplicate orders

Witnessing administrations, students, notes,  two step admin 
process, self –administration

ORDERING

ADMIN

PRESCRIBING

PHARMACY
All medications on? Annotation of charts, sites, notes, clinical 
trials?



Invent the plane, invent the plane crash.
ePMA will reduce errors BUT may introduce others.



Letitia Selby
Project Nurse

MI/EPMA office

Main Building
Royal Stoke University Hospital
University Hospitals of North Midlands NHS Trust
Newcastle Road, 
Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffordshire, ST4 6QG

Tel: 01782 674586

Email:

letitia.selby@uhnm.nhs.uk

Questions? Need More Information?
Feel free to contact me.
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